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About This Game

Rage Pig is a non-stop run'n'gun hardcore action platformer!
You play as a pig (no surprise), blasting your way through various levels to inevitable victory!

Tons of weapons and powerups
Variety of enemies and environments

BIG BAD BOSSES
3 difficulty levels

RAGE mode!

Remember the 90's when computer games were something incredibly hard to make? No Unreal Engine, no free assets no
nothing.

Rage Pig brings you to the times when indie was not so mainstream!

Don't be fooled by nostalgic amateur look: Rage pig brings you hardcore experience and challenges your skills!

If you loved games about stickmen (like Boring Man, for instance), you'll LOVE the beauty of Rage Pig experience.
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Alexander Kov
Publisher:
Alexander Kov
Release Date: 11 Nov, 2016
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Even when all the graphics are at the lowest quality, it crashes as soon as I start to search for a multiplayer match. This game is
just like homeworld without the voice over and controles not as refined. Dont get me wronge, the concept of choosing your path
is different, and that can bring something new to the game, but the play is exactly the same. I also had issues that showed the
game was not as refined as it could be. Right clicking did not always work correctly to move you, would have to use the move
button, and after setting the height of the move is would not stick so you can choose that height anywhere. These are just
examples. It just doesent seem very refined. The lack of voiceover says alot to me about cutting corners.
It looks like the story could be interesting, but It seems to the the same concept and story as homeworld. If it cost anything more
that the 9 bucks I paid for it I would request a refund.. Had a lot of fun with this game, everything works and looks good id put
this up with arizona, the sniping mission was great. Great choice at the sale price.. Very fun puzzle game, not very challenging
but still kept me entertained. Its a very nice supplement for the main version of the visual novel. I really like addition of the
characters part in the gallery. It gives a nice touch to the game.

I like the new music and the price is pretty reasonable.

I have to reread the original version because I already forgot Kotori and Amane's routes and I need a bit of background again.

I still have to actually read the visual novel but first impressions, it looks great.. What the I don't even..?

Was just getting into Kith (talking to the inhabitants, learning the lore, etc.) & it abruptly halted - with a big "THE END"
notification (& nothing else...)

Enjoyable but shockingly-short F2P point-&-click adventure about, ostensibly, fixing a bridge for the local witch - done by
collecting three items from the minuscule locale.

Edit
====
There's a DLC in the works which, hopefully, will expand on the storyline, as it's a sweet little game with a pleasing art style &
relaxing (if repetitive) BGM.. knock *knock
FBI OPEN UP!!!!!
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This game is great to kill some time and it's fun to. So it's totally worth the money. Very cool original puzzle. Cool graphics,
relaxing soundtrack, great UI design.. Dwarf Tower was a total disappointment. Not only if Facebook integration required for
basic gameplay, the menu interface is complete chaos.

Gameplay is bland at best, as all building and attacks are menu based. With no clear cut goal other than the destruction of the
enemy tower, Dwarf Tower seems like little more than a lackluster adaptation of Battleship.. If your going to buy this but feel
that unsure, this is a game thats easilly learned only con would be that key bindings can get annoying so you can simply use a
controller, storyline was fun to beat and i still have many extra quest. If your thinking of getting this for fatal bullet than just do
it. Guilty Gear. 'Nuf said.. who even had an idea of makeing a game that all you do is throw bombs and it hasent even been
updated sence oct, wil not ever recommend this, its... its just hella crap and not worth the money. Big DO NOT BUY. When you
download and attempt the play the game, it makes you go to a Steam page to download a Demo for a different game before you
can even start playing Vigil! Steam should not allow this, but they don't care. If you do get the game to start, none of the videos
works. Complete waste of money.
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